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Investment in Africa-

Need for New Diplomacies

The Economist, 2010: 
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Post-Modern Economic Diplomacy 

(“New Diplomacies”

PD
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ED CD

Other 

Ministries

BD
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(Saner & Yiu, 2003, International Economic 

Diplomacy: Mutations in Post-Modern Times)
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Economic

Diplomats

Commercial

Diplomats

T-NGO

Diplomats

N-NGO

Diplomats

Corporate

Diplomats

Business

Diplomats

Postmodern 

Economic Diplomacy

Shaping socio-economic/ 

ecological development policies

•Negotiating global economic 

governance architecture

•Setting standards at 

multilateral organisations 

•Managing multi-stakeholder 

coalitions & alliances
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Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations 

Vienna, 18 April 1961

PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES, DIPLOMATIC AND 

CONSULAR RELATIONS, ETC 

The Convention was adopted on 14 April 1961 by 

the United Nations Conference on Diplomatic 

Intercourse and Immunities held in Vienna, Austria. 

The Conference also adopted the Optional 

Protocol concerning the Acquisition of Nationality, 

the Optional Protocol concerning the Compulsory 

Settlement of Disputes, the Final Act and four 

resolutions annexed to that Act. 
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DD/CSEND, 2007 Jaipur

Diplomatic Function and Roles of Ministries in 

charge of Economic and Commercial Policy

Economic diplomacy is concerned with 

economic policy issues, e.g. work of 

delegations at standard setting organisations 

such as WTO and BIS.

Economic diplomats also monitor and report 

on economic policies in foreign countries and 

advise the home government on how to best 

influence them.  

Economic Diplomacy employs economic 

resources, either as rewards or sanctions, in 

pursuit of a particular foreign policy 

objective. This is sometimes called “economic 

statecraft”.

(Source: Saner&Yiu, 2003/

Berridge&James, 2001)
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Commercial Diplomat
(Source: Saner&Yiu, 2003)

Recognising the importance of international

trade and FDI to national economic

development, governments have stepped up

their efforts in strengthening their

commercial representation in major trading

partner countries.

Commercial diplomats offer both services in

this important sphere of diplomacy. They are

either civil servants and specially trained

diplomats, or representatives of chambers of

commerce of trading associations seconded

to national Embassies located in important

foreign markets.
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Standard and rule setting 

organisations and actors

Enterprise interaction with international 
Economic Governance 

(Saner, Yiu, 2000)

International 

level

National level

Community 

level

Regulatory and enforcing 

bodies (governments) and 

formal political actors

Civil society representatives,

consumer groups, non-state 

rule setting groups, tribal 

leaders



Financial Times  Wednesday October 5, 2005

One example with 

Oil  Companies:

Their problems are 

also concerns of the 

UN and the 

international 

community at large, 

calling for 

cooperation not 

confrontation
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• 1958: Royal Dutch Shell begins operations in Ogoniland

• 1960: Nigeria gains independence from the British. 

• 1967-1970: Nigerian Civil War (also known as Biafra Civil 

War) results in the death of approximately 2 million 

Nigerians, including 30,000 Ogoni people

• 1990: MOSOP (Movement for the Survival of Ogoni People) 

is founded and the Ogoni Bill of Rights is declared, leading 

to several peaceful protests under the leadership of Ken 

Saro-Wiwa

• January 4, 1993: First organized Ogoni Day by MOSOP 

against Shell's presence in Ogoniland.

• January 1993: Shell requests military support to build a 

pipeline through Ogoni. They suspend their operations 

for a brief period during protests. 
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Where is Ogoniland?
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Nigerians, including 30,000 Ogoni people

• 1990: MOSOP (Movement for the Survival of Ogoni People) 

is founded and the Ogoni Bill of Rights is declared, leading 

to several peaceful protests under the leadership of Ken 

Saro-Wiwa
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against Shell's presence in Ogoniland.

• January 1993: Shell requests military support to build a 

pipeline through Ogoni. They suspend their operations 

for a brief period during protests. 



https://www.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=a43f979996aa4da3bac7cae270a995e0
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Footprints - 2
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• June 1993: Ogonis are attacked and arrested constantly. 

Saro-Wiwa and other members of MOSOP are arrested.

• November 1993: Another military party takes power over 

Nigeria and continued the campaign against the Ogoni. 

Ogoniland is declared a “military zone”.

• January 1994: Leaders of MOSOP are released. 

• 1994: Four Ogoni chiefs were killed due to mob violence. 

The Nigerian military government blames the death on 

MOSOP leaders, and subsequently, the military begins raids 

on 60 towns in Ogoni, detaining and beating hundreds of 

Ogonis.

• May 1994: Saro-Wiwa and several other Ogoni are arrested, 

framed and tried for the murder of 4 Ogoni  chiefs.

• July 1995: Indiscriminate killings are reported in Ogoniland. 

Saro-Wiwa and eight other Ogoni (known as the Ogoni Nine) 

MOSOP members are sentenced to death.
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Mapping Oil Spill 
(March 19, 2018, Google Map)
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Footprints - 4

• 1998: U.S. judge rules that it would be more appropriate 

to hear the case in the U.K. and dismissed the case, but 

also ruled that Shell is subject to jurisdiction. Both the 

plaintiffs and Shell later appeal the decision. 

• May 1999: The family of Ken Saro-Wiwa files a lawsuit 

against Shell Oil company alleging that the devastation 

in Ogoniland and the murder of several Ogonis was 

their responsibility. 

• 2001: Second lawsuit filed against Brian Anderson, the 

Managing Director of Royal Dutch Shell's Nigerian 

subsidiary.

• 2002: Supreme Court reverses dismissal and ruled that 

the plaintiffs can proceed with their case. 

• November 2005: The Nigerian federal high court judge 

ruled that the gas flaring in the Niger Delta violates the 

rights to life, health, and dignity of the region’s 

residents.
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Footprints - 5
• 9 May 2008 Millieudefensie and Nigerian farmers sue Shell (details 

follow)

• December 2008: Soldiers attack an Ogoni community of 10,000, 

killing 2 members and injuring many others.

• June 2009: August 2 Court case of Saro-Wiwa vs. Shell reaches a 

$15.5 million settlement, alleging that Shell was complicit in murder, 

torture and other abuses.

• 011: Shell admits liability for damage caused in Ogoniland, and 

agrees to initial commitment to clean up. UNEP report clarifies that 

Ogoni’s water had been contaminated, the levels of air pollution were 

too high and in some land, there was up to five feet of soil dead.

• June 2017: Dutch court opens an investigation into Shell’s potential 

involvement in the execution of the Ogoni Nine.

• 2018: MOSOP continues to speak against Shell’s continued efforts to 

exploit their lands and calls for the international community to 

intervene. 
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James Baker 
Bloomberg, Ch. Rose show, 19th June 2012

•Diplomacy should:

–Manage differences &

–Magnify 

commonalities!
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Shell in Nigeria
(Saner, Yiu & Sondergaard, 2000, „Business Diplomacy Management“)

 Accepting energy exploitation conditions set by Nigeria’s 

military ruler (joint venture with “National Energy Company” 

source of corruption, mismanagement)

 Shell perceived as “treasurer” of military ruler

providing finances for arms purchases used to repress ethnic 

minority (Ogoni tribe), hanging of their leaders Ken Saro-

Wiwa 1995   

 “business as usual”= lost time to create distance between 

Shell company and Military Ruler becoming  = target for 

insurgents 

 Underestimating international NGO’s power, catastrophic loss 

of reputational capital despite effort

to “repair” perceived past mistakes (building schools, 

hospitals, clean up polluted rivers etc) 
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BD and the SDGs
(Yiu & Saner, 2017)

• Business diplomacy (BD) is a management 

function that liaises between the strategic 

objectives of a company with the social and 

environmental demands put  to it by the 

community within which it operates. 

• As defined by Saner et al. (2000), this 

management function of handling multiple 

stakeholders and interfaces at home and 

abroad should become a vital corporate 

competency in bringing to the attention of 

the corporate leaders the strategic insights 

regarding ‘customer’ preferences, societal 

expectations and government requirements
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BD and the SDGs
(Yiu & Saner, 2017)

• SDG 17.16 Enhance the global partnership 

for sustainable development, complemented 

by multi-stakeholder partnerships that 

mobilise and share knowledge, expertise, 

technology and financial resources, to 

support the achievement of the sustainable 

development goals in all countries, in 

particular developing countries

• SDG 17.17 Encourage and promote effective 

public, public private and civil society 

partnerships, building on the experience and 

resourcing strategies of partnerships
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